This paper presents a multi-channel approach for performing registration between magnetic resonance (MR) images with different modalities. In general, a multi-channel registration cannot be used when the moving and target images do not have analogous modalities. In this work, we address this limitation by using a random forest regression technique to synthesize the missing modalities from the available ones. This allows a single channel registration between two different modalities to be converted into a multi-channel registration with two monomodal channels. To validate our approach, two openly available registration algorithms and five cost functions were used to compare the label transfer accuracy of the registration with (and without) our multi-channel synthesis approach. Our results show that the proposed method produced statistically significant improvements in registration accuracy (at an α level of 0.001) for both algorithms and all cost functions when compared to a standard multi-modal registration using the same algorithms with mutual information.
DESCRIPTION OF PURPOSE
Image registration, the alignment of different image spaces, is a fundamental tool in medical image processing. It is used in a number of applications, include atlasing, population analysis, classification, and segmentation. In general, registration is performed between a single pair of moving and target images. However, if additional modalities exist for both the moving and target subjects, a "multi-channel" or "multivariate" framework 2-5 can be used to improve the registration accuracy and robustness. In such frameworks, the extra modalities for the moving and target images are used to evaluate a combined cost function that optimizes a single deformation field to best align all the image modalities.
One primary restriction of multi-channel registration is that analogous modalities must be available for both the moving and target image. This prevents such algorithms from being used in cases where the data is missing modalities for specific subjects, or the modalities do not match between the moving and target images (i.e., in the case of multi-modal registration). In this work, we address this limitation by applying an image synthesis technique 6 to provide the missing modality for the multi-channel registration. The method is able to synthesize an image of one modality from another by using aligned atlases of both modalities to learn the intensity and structural transform between the modalities.
Our proposed method is related to existing registration approaches that rely on modality reduction, 7, 8 where both the moving and target images are converted into a single modality before registration. In particular, the use of image synthesis has recently been shown to be successful for performing such conversions.
9 However, our approach has an advantage over these methods in that information is not lost during the conversion. By using a multi-channel registration, the algorithm can take advantage of the features and properties of both modalities to improve its performance.
NEW WORK PRESENTED
The main contribution of this work is in the application of image synthesis techniques to account for limitations in multi-channel techniques when facing a multi-modal registration problem, where not all channels are available. The image synthesis allows the single channel multi-modal registration problem to be converted into a multichannel registration with mono-modal channels. This provides two main advantages: first, it allows the algorithm to use mono-modal cost functions in the registration, which are generally more accurate than multi-modal measures, particularly in regions of the images that are lacking information. 10 Second, it allows the algorithm to use information from multiple modalities in the registration, which has been shown to provide more accurate and robust registrations. 4 
METHODS AND MATERIALS

Data
The Multi-modal MRI Reproducibility (MMR) dataset 11 was used for the evaluation of our algorithm. The dataset consist of magnetic resonance (MR) images from 21 healthy volunteers, with 16 MR image modalities for each subject. T1-weighted MPRAGE (T1w) images from 10 randomly chosen subjects from the dataset were designated as the "Moving" cohort, and T2-weighted dual echoes (T2w) images from 10 of the remaining subjects were designated as the "Target" cohort. The T1w and T2w image from the remaining unassigned subject was used as the training atlas for the image synthesis method (described in Section 3.3).
Multi-Channel Cost Function
Given a moving image S(x) and target image T (x), the general goal of a single channel image registration is to find a transformation v : R 3 → R 3 , such that the transformed moving image, S • v(x), is in the same space as T (x). This is generally performed by modeling v as a regularized transformation, and optimizing the model according to an energy cost function,
where C is a similarity metric that describes how alike the two images are. Commonly used metrics include mutual information (MI), cross correlation (CC), and sum of square differences (SSD).
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In multi-channel registration, additional modalities of the moving and target images are used together in the registration. A common implementation is to set each modality as a separate channel, and use a weighted sum of the similarity function of each channel for the total energy function. Suppose we have a moving image set with N modalities of the same subject, {S 1 , S 2 , ..., S N }, and a target image set with analogous modalities for another subject, {T 1 , T 2 , ..., T N }, then the multi-channel energy function can be described by,
where w 1 , w 2 , ..., w N are weights that determine the contribution of each modality to the final energy function. This allows the final deformation to be optimized using the information from every image modality, thus combining and detecting features with different contrast that may not have been present in any given single channel.
MR Contrast Synthesis
From Equation 2, we see that if C is a mono-modal cost function then the multi-channel framework requires S n and T n to have the same modality at each channel n. This is a limitation for multi-modal registration problems, since the moving and target images have different modalities by definition. In order to use the multi-channel framework to solve such problems, we must first complete the channels by filling in the missing modalities. To perform this, we use a patch-based random forest regression approach.
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In our data the Moving cohort contained only T1w images and the Target cohort only contained T2w images, hence the goal is to create synthetic T2w (sT2w) images for the Moving cohort and synthetic T1w (sT1w) images for the Target cohort. To generate the sT2w image from the T1w image, the synthesis method extracts 3D patches from the T1w image as features which are used to predict the corresponding T2w voxel intensity. This is formulated as a nonlinear regression problem, where a mapping is learned from a training atlas using random forests classifiers. The mapping can then be applied to patches at each voxel in a T1w image, allowing the algorithm to predict a T2w value for each voxel, creating the sT2w image. Using the same approach, synthetic T1w (sT1w) images are created from the T2w image for each Target subject. In our experiments, the training atlas for the algorithm was constructed from the T1w and T2w images from the single unassigned subject in the MMR dataset. Figure 1 shows sT1w and sT2w images created using this approach.
Intensity Normalization Using Image Synthesis
Another application of the synthesis approach presented in Section 3.3 is to perform intra-modality synthesis to create "normalized" T1w (nT1w) images by learning the mapping between T1w and sT1w images (and similarly to create normalized T2w (nT2w) images). The advantage of these normalized images is that they are created from the same atlas as the synthetic images, which gives them intensities that are comparable to the synthetic images. Using these normalized images in place of the original images allows mono-modal cost functions, such as SSD, to perform better when registered with the synthetic images. Figure 1 shows nT1w and nT2w images created using this approach. We see that the contrast in the normalized images better match the synthesized images, particularly in the ventricles and subcortical regions.
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T1w T2w nT1w sT2w sT1w nT2w Figure 1 . Shown is an example of a pair of Moving (T1w) and Target (T2w) images, and the normalized (nT1w, nT2w) and synthetic (sT2w, sT1w) images that are created from each image for the multi-channel registration.
Using synthesized images for multi-modal registrations
Once the synthesized and normalized images are created, they can be used to replace the missing modalities in the multi-channel framework. This allows us to fully represent multi-modal problems within a multi-channel framework. Using Equation 1, we can represent a standard MI-based multi-modal registration between a moving T1w image and a target T2w image as,
By using image synthesis to create a nT1w and sT2w from the T1w image, and a sT1w and nT2w from the T2w image, we can complete the channels in Equation 2, which allows the energy function to be converted to,
Since the channels are mono-modal, C is no longer restricted to MI after the conversion, and can be replaced with a mono-modal similarity metric such as SSD. For our experiments the channel weights, w 1 and w 2 are both set to be equal.
Registration Algorithms
From Equation 4 , we see that the proposed technique is independent of the registration algorithm. Our method operates solely on the images entering the registration algorithm, and therefore, it functions as a pre-processing step that fills all the incomplete channels in the multi-channel algorithm. To demonstrate this, we validated our method with two distinct registration algorithms with very different transformation models. The first algorithm is a multi-channel enhancement 12 of the adaptive bases algorithm (ABA), 13 which is available as part of the JIST software package (http://www.nitrc.org/projects/jist).
14 ABA is a parametric registration approach that optimizes radial basis functions to model the deformation field. The second algorithm we used is a symmetric diffeomorphic algorithm (SyN), 15 available as part of the ANTS software package (http://stnava.github.io/ANTs/). Both algorithms have multi-channel implementations similar to that described by Equation 2.
EXPERIMENTS
Label Transfer Validation
To evaluate the advantages of using image synthesis to aid multi-modal registration, the Moving and Target cohorts were used in several label transfer experiments. Each experiment evaluated a registration algorithm's ability to accurately transform anatomical segmentations between different subject images using the learned deformation field. Cross-validation registrations were performed between each Moving subject and each Target subject, producing a total of 100 registrations for each experiment. The two label sets used for the evaluation were the Mindboggle (http://www.mindboggle.info/) manual cortical labels available for each subject in the MMR dataset, 16 and tissue classifications of cerebrum structures for each subject, generated automatically using the TOADS 17 algorithm. For each registration algorithm, and for each label set, Dice coefficients were calculated between the transformed Moving image labels and the labels for the Target image, individually for each label. The Dice scores are then averaged across all labels within each label set, creating two average Dice scores for each of the 100 Moving/Target registration pairs in each experimental setup. Table 1 . Mean (and standard deviation) of Mindboggle and TOADS label transfer Dice results, when using ABA with normalized mutual information (NMI) and sum of squared differences (SSD) as similarity metrics. The three experiments show results when using a single channel multi-modal registration ("T1→T2"), and multi-channel registrations using the synthesized images with (" The baseline registration setup, which we compared our method to, was a standard single-channel multi-modal registration between a Moving T1w image and a Target T2w image using mutual information. We compared this against multi-channel registrations using the synthesized images with and without the normalized images. Since our approach expands the multi-modal setup into two separate mono-modal channels, we also evaluated different mono-modal similarity metrics for the multi-channel experiments. The metrics evaluated were normalized mutual information (NMI) and sum of square difference (SSD) for ABA, and mutual information (MI), cross correlation (CC), and mean square error (MSE) for SyN. Tables 1 and 2 show the mean and standard deviation of the Dice for each registration algorithm.
Results and Discussion
We see from the results that regardless of the registration algorithm or cost function used, both the normalized and non-normalized synthesized multi-channel registration performed better than the single channel multimodal registration using mutual information. Standard single-tail, paired Students t-tests performed on these Dice results showed statistically significant improvements (at an α level of 0.001) when comparing any of the multi-channel results against the single channel mutual information results. This remained true for both the MindBoggle cortical labels and the cerebrum structural labels from TOADS.
From the bold values in the tables, we see that switching to a mono-modal cost function and using the normalized images for the multi-channel setup provided the best results for a given algorithm and label set. For ABA, using multi-channel with SDD produced the best result for both label sets. While for SyN, using multi-channel with CC gave the best result for the Mindboggle labels, and multi-channel with MSE gave the best result for the TOADS labels. However, the differences between the CC and MSE results were marginal relative to their improvement on using MI.
These results suggest that using a mono-modal cost function can greatly improve the registration accuracy. For both registration algorithms, switching to a mono-modal cost function in the multi-channel experiments produced a larger increase in average Dice than switching between single-channel and multi-channel registrations. Using the normalized images also improved the overall registration accuracy. However, the improvement was much smaller and mainly only benefited the ABA registration algorithm. One possible explanation for why using normalized images had little effect on the SyN results may be due to potential intensity normalization preprocessing that is already built into the algorithm. produced more accurate registrations relative to the standard multi-modal registration using mutual information. This suggests that our approach can be applied as a general preprocessing step to improve the accuracy of multichannel registration algorithms. In addition, our approach has helped generalize the multi-channel registration framework by allowing such algorithms to be applicable in situations where image modalities are not analogous between the moving and target images.
There are several future directions for this work. First, the impact of the image normalization should be further evaluated, particularly within the context of mono-modal image registration. Although our results showed some improvements when using the normalize images, it is unclear under what situations it is beneficial for the registration. Second, our approach can potentially be used to synthesize additional channels that use modalities that are not available in either the moving or target image sets. This can further improve the registration by introducing additional information from the atlas. Finally, the multi-channel framework is only one of many multivariate registration frameworks. The application of synthetic images in other frameworks should also be explored.
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